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ABSTRACT With the increasing popularity of cloud computing, query outsourcing services are becoming
widely available for many business applications. However, the third-party cloud server which provides query
service is untrusted, and thus the correctness of query results needs to be authenticated by the users. Suppose
there is a database where each record has multiple attributes, users submit multi-dimensional top-k queries to
retrieve k records whose outputs with user-supplied scoring function are among the top k . Multi-dimensional
top-k query is widely used in real applications, such as information retrieval, decision making, and disease
prediction. Unfortunately, the traditional query authentication methods cannot be directly deployed onmulti-
dimensional top-k query, thus it is still a challenging problem to authenticate multi-dimensional top-k query
results. We first propose an authentication solution to support multi-dimensional top-k query based on
signature chain. By using signature chain for each record and its successors on each dimension, our solution
allows users to efficiently verify the soundness and completeness of the multi-dimensional top-k query
results. In addition, we propose an extended solution using larger grid size in order to decrease the overhead
in the data owner side in sparse data distribution. The security analysis shows that our multi-dimensional
top-k query authentication solutions are secure. Through theoretical analysis and simulation, we demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed solution.

INDEX TERMS Data outsourcing, multi-dimension, query authentication, signature chain, top-k query.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, due to the proliferation of cloud computing, many
companies and institutions choose to outsource their database
to cloud servers. It allows a data owner to delegate the
maintenance and administration of his database to a powerful
third-party server. Users access the database by contacting the
server instead of the owner, such as ask SQL-like queries to
Google’s BigQuery or Oracle Cloud to analyze big datasets.
This model is applicable to a wide range of computing plat-
forms, including cloud computing [1], edge computing [2],
and etc.
Motivating Example: Consider a hospital that wishes to

outsource its diabetic patients’ records to the cloud. Sup-
pose there is a sample diabetic dataset with attributes age,

weight and bs (blood sugar) as shown in Figure 1, the three-
dimensional dataset is denoted as diabetic (age, weight, bs).
Consider two doctors Alice and Bob who want to find dia-
betics whose risks of serious complications are among top k;
they can define different scoring functions according to dif-
ferent evaluation standards. For example, if Alice considers
bs important in the evaluation standard, the scoring function
can be Score = age + 2weight + 8bs, where age, weight, bs
are the diabetic’s corresponding attribute values. If Bob thinks
weight is more important, the scoring function can be Score
= age + 5weight2 + 3bs.
However, database outsourcing poses the challenge that

the server may be untrusted. The server may return incorrect
results for a variety of reasons. For example, the server may
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FIGURE 1. An example three-dimensional dataset.

manipulate data due to possible virus or even be controlled
by an outside attacker. It may also return incomplete results
in order to save computational resources. Hence, it is vital
to provide users the service to authenticate the query results,
regarding whether each result appears in the original dataset
(soundness) or whether the query results include all records
which satisfy the query condition in the original dataset (com-
pleteness).

The problem of authenticating the query results has been
studied a lot in the past decades by a large number of
studies [3]–[11]. Devanbu et al. [3] presented a solution to
authenticate range query for the first time. The data records
are sorted by the data owner, and a Merkle Hash tree (MH-
tree) [12] is built based on these records. The signature chain
method was proposed by Pang et al. [8], in which the data
owner outsources the records and signatures to the server, and
the query results are returned with a Verification Object (VO)
to the user. A lot of query authentication solutions are inspired
by the MH-tree and signature chain methods, such as top-
k query [13], [14], range query [15], kNN query [16]–[18],
skyline query [19], [20], spatial query [21], and aggregation
query [22].

Recently, Yang et al. [23] proposed a function query
authentication method, which is similar to the multi-
dimensional top-k query. But their solution has several major
limitations. Firstly, the scoring function definition is sub-
mitted by the data owner rather than the user, which limits
users’ query preference. Secondly, for three different kinds
of function definitions, the data owner needs to construct
different signature mesh, and the communication and com-
putation cost of the signature construction process is very
large, which will bring a lot of burden to the data owner
who is generally equipped with limited resources. Thirdly,
the dataset update process is not efficient, when the data
owner wants to add or delete one data record, it needs to
recompute all the signatures, which will lead to inefficiency
in real world application. Finally is that their solution did not
take the query process into consideration.

In this paper, we study multi-dimensional top-k query
authentication problem. We assume that a dataset contains
multiple dimensions/attributes. A multi-dimensional top-k
query obtains data records whose scores rank among top
k , where the ranking can be the sum of arbitrary com-
position of attributes, each attribute can be assigned a

weight and have a degree. Multi-dimensional top-k query has
many important applications, including information retrieval
in cloud computing [24], resource allocation [25], disease
prediction [26], [27], system monitoring [28], and etc.

As multi-dimensional top-k queries submitted by users
are unpredictable, the possible query results are very large
and cannot be all signed. To solve this problem, we pro-
pose a multiple signature chain method to authenticate multi-
dimensional top-k queries. We further propose an extended
solution to reduce the computation and communication costs
for the owner side. To date, authenticating multi-dimensional
top-k query efficiently remains a challenging problem; we
want to enable users to submit queries according to their
query preference and authenticate query results in an efficient
way. In summary, the contributions of our paper are as fol-
lows:

• We propose to use grid partition and multiple signature
chain to solve multi-dimensional top-k query authenti-
cation problem, and our design gives users great query
flexibility; the query function definition can be submit-
ted by the users instead of the data owner.

• We propose an efficient authentication solution and we
develop a set of algorithms for multi-dimensional top-k
query authentication. Our solution supports efficient sig-
nature construction process, and each record is chained
with its successors on each dimension; the communi-
cation and computation costs are reduced due to the
signature construction design.

• Extension of our authentication solution for multi-
dimensional top-k queries in sparse data distribution
to decrease the overhead on the data owner side. Our
solution supports efficient data update by the data owner,
which only needs to modify several signatures for the
update operation.

• The security analysis show that our solution can achieve
the security goals. We give the complexity analysis and
conduct extensive experiments, which shows the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of our solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We summa-
rize the features of related work in Section II. In Section III,
we introduce the system model, adversary model and secu-
rity goal. Section IV gives the overview of our solution,
and we describe the details of our multi-dimensional top-
k query authentication solution in Section V. Following in
Section VI, we extend our solution to a larger grid solu-
tion. Section VII extends two-dimensional solutions to multi-
dimensional solutions. Section VIII presents the security
analysis, the performance analysis and simulation results.
Finally, Section IX concludes our paper.

II. RELATED WORK
There are two kinds of technique which have been
widely used in query authentication, MH-tree-based solu-
tions [3]–[7] and signature chain-based solutions [8]–[11]. In
MH-tree-based solution [3], Figure 2 shows a MH-tree built
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FIGURE 2. Merkle hash tree.

FIGURE 3. Signature chain.

from 4 sorted data records, r1 ≤ r2 ≤ r3 ≤ r4, here H (·) is a
hash function and ‘‘|’’ denotes node concatenation. The data
owner signs the root node using its private key. The server
returns the query results and a VO in response to a query. The
user uses VO to reconstruct the digest and compare it with the
root digest. The results are sound and complete if two digests
are the same.

In signature chain-based solutions [8], data records are
sorted and a signature is created for each data record; the
signature of each data record is created based on its digest
and the digests of its immediate predecessor and successor.
Figure 3 shows a signature chain. Given a set of sorted query
results R = {ri < · · · < rj}, the VO contains the signatures
of results, as well as the predecessor ri−1 and successor rj+1.
The signatures form a signature chain to prove that for any
two consecutive records rk and rk+1 in R, no record rx exists
in the original dataset such that rk < rx < rk+1.

Cheng et al. [29] proposed a multi-dimensional query
authentication solution using signature chain, but their solu-
tion only supports range query. Tsou et al. [30] proposed to
authenticate functional top-k queries in multi-dimensional
space, and the users can only launch queries on the con-
junction and sum of the attributes. Choi et al. [31] proposed
to address the problem of authenticating top-k aggregation
queries. Su et al. [13] put forward a solution to authenti-
cate top-k spatial keyword query. Chen et al. [32] proposed
to authenticate two-dimensional top-k queries based on R-
tree in LBS Services. Wang et al. [33], Duan et al. [34] pro-
posed solutions to authenticate multiple user-defined spatial
queries. However, these methods can not be applied to multi-
dimensional top-k query authentication. The closely related
work is function query authentication scheme [23], which
can be applied to multi-dimensional top-k query. However,
the scoring definition is submitted by the data owner rather
than the user, which limits the query flexibility, and the data
update process’s costs are very high. Our work focuses on the

FIGURE 4. System model.

multi-dimensional top-k query and proposes efficient query
authentication solutions.

There are some other researchers focused on personal-
ized query [35], user authentication [36]–[38], location-based
query [39]–[41], and etc. And there are some works stud-
ied the authentication protocols used in business intelligent
solutions, such as LDAP [42], NTLM [43], Essbase [44],
Cognos [45], and etc. However, these methods are different
from our settings.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the system model, then we
introduce the adversary model and security goal.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
Figure 4 shows the system model, which involves three types
of parties: data owner, server, and data user. The general
setting works as follows: First, the data owner makes some
pre-computation on the dataset to construct data structure
(such as signature chain) that supports query authentication
and computes the dataset’s signatures S. Second, the data
owner distributes the dataset and their signatures to the server.
Third, a user sends a multi-dimensional top-k query Q to the
server. The server computes the resultsR, a verification object
VO, and both of them are sent to the user. Finally, the user
verifies the soundness and completeness of the results R.

B. ADVERSARY MODEL AND SECURITY GOAL
The dataset D has d dimensions (each dimension is a numer-
ical attribute). To query data records over D, a user provides
a multi-dimensional top-k query, which includes a scoring
function Score(r) and a filter condition k . The query is
defined below.

A Multi-dimensional top-k query Q = {Score(r), k}
retrieves data records whose ranking scores are among the
k smallest. For each d-dimensional data record r ∈ D,
the ranking score of this data record can be calculated using
the scoring function. The scoring function Score(r) is an
aggregate function of the record’s attribute values, and we
assume each term in the scoring function is positive. Each
attribute can have a degree, the degree of the dimension can be
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TABLE 1. Summary of notations.

up to m. For example, the scoring function can be Score(r) =
age+3weight+5bs2, where age,weight and bs are the record
r’s attribute values, the degree of the dimension m is 2.

Our security goal is to offer approaches for authenticating
multi-dimensional top-k queries. In our setting, we assume
that the server is untrusted and may present user a tampered
result. Our proposed solutions can allow the user to verify the
soundness and completeness of the query results.
Soundness: The user can verify that all qualifying data

records returned are correct. The results are all from the
original dataset.
Completeness: The user can verify that the results cover

all the qualifying data records. The data records satisfying the
query condition are all included in the results, and the number
of the data records is at least k .

IV. OVERVIEW
In this section, we will introduce the general design,
scheme outline and cryptographic primitives. For references,
the notations are showed in Table 1.

A. GENERAL DESIGN
Potentially, there are several ways to authenticate multi-
dimensional top-k query results, which lead to different com-
puting and storage costs for the user, server, and owner. One
naive solution, for example, would be for the server to simply
return the entire dataset and their signatures, and let the user
do his own multi-dimensional top-k query and authenticate
results locally. If the dataset is very large, this solution entails
huge data transmission costs and requires a lot of storage and
processing by the user. Another potential solution is for the
owner to pre-compute and sign a whole range of results to
possible queries. However, this solution is not practical in
general; there are simply too many possible queries the user
might want to ask.

We propose a solution to solve the multi-dimensional top-
k query authentication problem. Our solution is a compro-
mise design in which the user does not need to receive and
compute the entire dataset locally, nor does the owner need
to pre-compute the signatures of arbitrary query results. We
propose two solutions based on different grid sizes. In the
basic solution, the dataset is split into small grids, the grid
size is small so that each grid has no more than one data,

then we add dummy data to the grid that does not have a
data. The user receives exactly the top-k data records, but
he needs to compute extra signatures for dummy data. Then,
we propose an extended solution, which extends the grid size
so that each grid has at least one data record. Next, we will
handle multiple data records in the same grid. When the data
is in sparse distribution, the data owner needs to generate
many dummy data. Thus we propose an extended solution to
decrease the overhead on the data owner side. In the extended
solution, the user computes fewer signatures as there are no
extra dummy data, but the user receives more than k results
and needs to query locally.

B. SCHEME OUTLINE
Our scheme includes five algorithms as follows:

• Init(T )→ D: This algorithm takes a dataset T as input
and outputs a new dataset D.

• KeyGen(k)→ {pk, sk}: This algorithm takes a security
parameter k as input and outputs a public key pk and a
private key sk .

• SigGen(sk,D)→ S: This algorithm takes private key sk
and datasetD as inputs and outputs a set of signatures S.

• GenProof (Q,D, S) → {R,VO}: This algorithm takes
query Q, dataset D, and signatures S as inputs and out-
puts query results R and a verification object VO.

• Verify(pk,R,VO)→ {0, 1}: This algorithm takes public
key pk , query results R, a verification object VO as
inputs, and outputs 0 if verification fails; otherwise,
the output equals 1.

From a systematic point of view, our scheme works as
follows:
Initialization phase. The data owner runs the Init algo-

rithm to generate D, and runs KeyGen algorithm to generate
public key pk and private key sk . The public key pk is shared
with the user, the private key sk is kept secret.

Signature phase. The data owner runs the SigGen algo-
rithm to generate a set of signatures S for data records in D.
Then, she uploads D and S to the server.

Query phase.The server first receives amulti-dimensional
top-k query Q from the user, then the server outputs all data
records matching Q into the query results R.
Verification object phase. The server runs the GenProof

algorithm to generate a verification object VO. Finally,
the server returns query results R and a verification object VO
to the user.

Verification phase. The user runs Verify algorithm to
check if the query results are correct or not.

C. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES
One-way hash function. The one-way hash function is used
to generate fixed-length digest for data records, and we utilize
secure hash algorithm SHA-1 in this paper.

Digital signature. The digital signature is used to authenti-
cate the integrity and origin of the data records, and we utilize
RSA signature scheme to generate signatures.
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Signature chain. Inspired by the signature chain, we pro-
pose a signature chain on multiple dimensions to enable
authenticating the completeness of multi-dimensional top-
k query results. In our scheme, we calculate the signature
for each data record which has multiple dimensions. A data
record’s signature is composed of its own hash value and its
successors’ hash values over multiple dimensions.

V. BASIC SOLUTION
We start from the simplest case, two-dimensional top-k query
authentication. In the following subsections, we propose a
basic solution for two-dimensional top-k query authentica-
tion. We discuss how to create signature chains for two-
dimensional dataset and how to verify query results using
signature chains.

A. SIGNATURE CHAINS CONSTRUCTION
The signature chain construction contains three steps. First,
initiate the dataset by partitioning grids and adding dummy
data. Second, generate boundaries for the new dataset. Third,
generate signatures for the new dataset.

Grid. The original dataset T can be sorted in an increasing
order for x and y dimension. The data record is expressed
as rij = (xi, yj), where xi and yj are the attribute values
on the x and y dimension, respectively. Some data records
have two successors, one in the x dimension, another in the
y dimension. For example, the successors of r11 in x and y
dimension are r21 and r12, respectively. This allows us to
create two signature chains over the x and y dimensions for a
two-dimensional data record. As there are some data records
that do not have a successor, such as r22 in the y dimension,
we need to add some dummy data and boundaries in order to
guarantee that every record has two successors.

The dataset T is partitioned into grids according to the
x and y dimension’s attribute values; some grids have one
record, and some do not have a record. The owner generates
a dummy data for each empty grid, and the dummy data
is assigned the corresponding grid’s axes values. The new
dataset D contains the original data T and generated dummy
data. For example, in Figure 5(a), the dataset T is partitioned
into 4×4 grids according to the x and y axis values; a dummy
data r24 = (x2, y4, dummy) is generated for the empty grid
(x2, y4), where (x2, y4) are the axes values of this grid, and
dummy is a flag to show that it’s a dummy data created by the
data owner. The new dataset is D = {r11, · · · , r44}. Note that
we use the example dataset in Figure 5(a) in our following
illustrations.

Boundary. Then, the owner generates boundaries for the
new dataset, each record should be bounded by two records.
The new dataset is denoted asD = {rij|1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ q},
where p is the number of attributes for the x dimension, q is
the number of attributes for the y dimension. The owner first
generates two values (x0 = −∞, xp+1 = ∞) for the x axis,
then generates two values (y0 = −∞, yq+1 = ∞) for the y
axis. The owner generates a set of lower boundaries Bl and

FIGURE 5. Dataset initiation. (a) Grid. (b) Boundary.

FIGURE 6. Signatures construction process.

upper boundaries Bu for the new dataset D. The boundaries
are generated as follows:
• For 1 ≤ i ≤ p, generate ri0 = (xi, y0) and put it into Bl .
For 1 ≤ j ≤ q, generate r0j = (x0, yj) and put it into Bl .

• For 0 ≤ i ≤ p, generate ri,q+1 = (xi, yq+1) and put it
into Bu; For 0 ≤ j ≤ q, generate rp+1,j = (xp+1, yj) and
put it into Bu.

• The boundaries for D can be expressed as B = {Bl,Bu}.
Figure 5(b) shows an example of creating bound-

aries. First, generate (x0, x5), (y0, y5). Second, generate
Bl = {r10, r20, r30, r40, r01, r02, r03, r04} and Bu =

{r05, r15, r25, r35, r45, r50, r51, r52, r53, r54}. Finally, put Bl
and Bu into B.

Signatures. Given a set of n two-dimensional data records
D = {rij|1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ q}, each record can be sorted in
two lists. Assuming that the order increases, we have ri1 <

ri2 < · · · < riq for 1 ≤ i ≤ p in x dimension. Meanwhile,
we have r1j < r2j < · · · < rpj for 1 ≤ j ≤ q in y dimension.
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Algorithm 1 Two-Dimensional Top-k Query
Input: Query Q = {Score(r), k}, dataset D.
Output: Results R.
1: Set cnt = 0, i = 1, j = 1 initially
2: while cnt < k do
3: Find the record rij in D and add it into results R
4: Add ri+1,j and ri,j+1 into candidate results C
5: Calculate Score(r) for each record r in C
6: Find the next record ri′j′ having minimum score
7: Remove ri′j′ from C
8: Set i = i′, j = j′, cnt = cnt + 1
9: end while
10: return R

On these sorted lists, each record should be chained in two
dimensions, the owner builds signature chains as follows: For
each data record rij ∈ D ∪ Bl , rij has a successor ri+1,j in
x dimension and a successor ri,j+1 in y dimension. The data
owner creates the signature for rij as follows:

Sig(rij|ri+1,j|ri,j+1) = Sig(H (H (rij)|H (ri+1,j)|H (ri,j+1)))

(1)

Here,H (·) is a hash function (e.g., SHA1), and Sig is a sig-
nature generation algorithm (e.g., RSA). Through verifying
this signature, it proves that there exists no record between
rij and ri+1,j in the x dimension; and no record between rij
and ri,j+1 in y dimension. In other words, rij and ri+1,j are
contiguous in the x dimension, rij and ri,j+1 are contiguous
in the y dimension. The whole set of signatures for dataset
D is defined as S. Then, the owner sends the dataset D,
the boundaries B, and signatures S to the server.
In the approach above, the owner creates q + 1 signa-

ture chains in the x dimension, p + 1 signature chains in
the y dimension. The total number of signatures is equal
to the number of records in D ∪ Bl . Figure 6 shows the
signatures created for dataset D; we take Sig(r11|r21|r12) =
Sig(H (H (r11)|H (r21)|H (r12))) as an example, r11’s successor
in x dimension is r21, its successor in y dimension is r12,
so r11’s signature concatenates itself and its two successors.

B. QUERY RESULT VERIFICATION
In this subsection, we introduce the query result verifica-
tion process. In the beginning, the server executes a two-
dimensional top-k query. Then, the server generates a VO
for query results R. Next, the user verifies the soundness and
completeness of R. Finally, the owner can update the dataset
efficiently.

Query. The user submits a two-dimensional top-k query
Q to the server, then the server outputs the query results R.
The server finds one record rij, which has the minimum score
in each round for k times. rij is set as r11 initially, and the
server puts rij’s successor ri+1,j in the x dimension and ri,j+1
in the y dimension into candidate results C . Then, the server
continues to find the next result ri′j′ , which has the minimum

FIGURE 7. An example of two-dimensional top-3 query. (a) Data record.
(b) Score(rij ) = 3xi + 5yj . (c) Query process (k = 3).

FIGURE 8. VO construction.

score in C until finding all the results. The details about the
query process above is given in Algorithm 1.

Figure 7 shows an example of a two-dimensional top-
k query. The data record is showed in Figure 7(a); each
record is represented as rij = {xi, yj}, Figure 7(b) shows
each record’s score using the scoring function Score(rij) =
3xi+ 5yj. Figure 7(c) shows the query process to find the top
3 smallest records. The server first sets r11 as the first result,
then continues to find the smaller one r21 as the next result
from r21 and r12, finally the server finds the query results
R = {r11, r21, r12}.

Verification object. Let R be the query results; the server
generates a verification object VO for R as follows. First, find
the maximum i and j in R = {rij} and denote them as p and
q respectively. Put {ri0|1 ≤ i ≤ p} and {r0j|1 ≤ j ≤ q} into
lower boundariesBl . Second, for each data record rij inR∪Bl ,
if its successors ri+1,j or ri,j+1 is not found in R ∪ Bl ∪ Bu,
then add it into upper boundaries Bu.
Then for each data record rij in results R and lower

boundaries Bl , the server finds its corresponding signature
Sig(rij|ri+1,j|ri,j+1) and puts it into Sq. Finally, the server
returns the verification object VO = {Bl,Bu, Sq} to the
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Algorithm 2 Construct Verification Object VO
Input: Results R, dataset D, signatures S.
Output: Verification object VO.
1: Find maximum i in R = {rij} and denote it as p
2: Find maximum j in R = {rij} and denote it as q
3: for 1 ≤ i ≤ p do
4: put ri0 into lower boundaries Bl

5: end for
6: for 1 ≤ j ≤ q do
7: put r0j into lower boundaries Bl

8: end for
9: for each rij ∈ R ∪ Bl do

10: if ri+1,j or ri,j+1 is not exist in R ∪ Bu then
11: put ri+1,j or ri,j+1 into upper boundaries Bu

12: end if
13: end for
14: for each rij ∈ R ∪ Bl do
15: Find Sig(rij|ri+1,j|ri,j+1) in S and put it into Sq
16: end for
17: VO← {Bl,Bu, Sq}
18: Return VO

user. The details of the above verification object construction
process can be found in Algorithm 2.

For example, in Figure 8, first set p = 2, q =

2, next put {r10, r20, r01, r02} into lower boundaries, put
{r03, r13, r22, r31, r30} into upper boundaries, then find the
signatures of R = {r11, r12, r21} and Bl = {r10, r20, r01, r02}
in S, and put them into Sq.
Verification. On receiving the query results R and ver-

ification object VO from the server, the user verifies the
soundness and completeness of the query results as follows.
For each data record rij ∈ {R∪Bl}, the user finds its signature
Sig(rij|ri+1,j|ri,j+1) in Sq, and finds its successors ri+1,j and
ri,j+1 in R ∪ Bl ∪ Bu. Then the user checks if the following
equation holds:

Sig−1(Sig(rij|ri+1,j|ri,j+1), pk)

= H (H (rij)|H (ri+1,j)|H (ri,j+1)) (2)

where Sig−1 is the signature verification algorithm with the
owner’s public key pk .
If the check is passed, it means rij, ri+1,j and ri,j+1 are

in the original order, and there is no data record in between
which satisfies the query condition. Then, the user checks
whether the number of original data in result is equal to
the filter condition k . Finally, the user proceeds to check
the completeness of boundary records by verifying if the
boundary’s score is larger than the highest score of R. If any
of them is larger than the highest score, the check is failed. If
any of the check is failed, the user outputs 0. Otherwise, he
outputs 1. Amore formal description of the above verification
process is given in Algorithm 3.
For example, the query results are R = {r11, r21, r12},

the lower boundaries are Bl = {r10, r20, r01, r02}, the upper

Algorithm 3 Query Result Verification
Input: Query Q = {Score(r), k}, results R, verification

object VO = {Bl,Bu, Sq}.
Output: 0 or 1.
1: for each record rij ∈ {R ∪ Bl} do
2: Find its corresponding signature in Sq
3: Find ri+1,j and ri,j+1 in R ∪ Bl ∪ Bu

4: if Equation (2) is not satisfied then
5: Return 0
6: end if
7: end for
8: if the number of data in R is not equal to k then
9: Return 0
10: end if
11: Set the maximum score of results in R as Scorem
12: for each rij in Bu do
13: if Score(rij) > Scorem then
14: Return 0
15: end if
16: end for
17: Return 1

boundaries are Bu = {r03, r13, r22, r31, r30}. First check the
signatures of {r11, r21, r12, r10, r20, r01, r02} ∈ {R∪Bl}. Then
check whether the number of query results is 3. Finally check
whether the score of {r03, r13, r22, r31, r30} ∈ Bu is larger than
the maximum score Score(r12) = 13.
Data update. The data update process of our solution

is simple. If the data owner modifies a data record, she
first finds the data record’s predecessors in each dimen-
sion, then generates a new signature for each predecessor.
For example, in Figure 9, if the owner wants to modify
r33, she first finds r33’s predecessors r23 and r32, then she
generates signatures for {r33, r23, r32}. If the data owner
deletes a data record, she replaces the original record with
a dummy data. If the data owner inserts a new data record,
she first generates dummy data for the new attributes,
then she finds the new record and dummy data’s pre-
decessors in each dimension, finally she generates signa-
tures for these dummy data and predecessors. For example,
in Figure 9, if the owner wants to insert rab, she first generates
dummy data {ra1, ra2, ra3, ra4, r1b, r2b, r3b, r4b} for the new
attributes xa and yb. The predecessors of the dummy data are
{r11, r12, r13, r14, r21, r31, r41}, then the owner generates new
signatures for the dummy data and its predecessors.

VI. EXTENDED SOLUTION
In the above solution, the owner needs to add dummy data,
which will enlarge the dataset greatly when the records are in
sparse distribution. In order to solve this problem, we propose
another solution that extends the grid size to a larger one,
which will handle multiple data records in the same grid.

When the server finds grids which contain top k data
records, the grids may totally contain more than k data
records. Then after the server calculates the verification
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FIGURE 9. The data update process. (a) Data insert. (b) Dummy data.

object for the query results, the verification object contain
the boundary grids and the signatures of result grids. Then
the server returns the results and verification object to the
user. The user needs to re-query the top-k locally based on
the query result, then he continues the verification process.

A. SIGNATURE CHAINS CONSTRUCTION
Grid.We now consider partitioning the data space into larger
grids. The partition contains two requirements: 1) each grid
should have more than one data record. 2) the grid size is par-
titioned into equal sizes for simplicity. The partition method
can be changed for improvements. In this way, the owner
does not need to add dummy data. Figure 10(a) shows an
example of partitioning the data records into larger grids, and
the records are partitioned into four grids {g11, g12, g21, g22},
each grid may contain multiple records. The new dataset is
denoted as D = {gij|1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ p}, where p is the
number of attributes for the x and y dimension. Suppose grid
gij consists of l records, defined as gij = {r1, · · · , rl}.
Boundary. The owner generates boundaries for the new

datasetD, and each record should be bounded by two records.
The owner first generates two values (x0 = −∞, xp+1 = ∞)
for the x axis, then generates two values (y0 = −∞, yp+1 =
∞) for the y axis. The owner generates a set of lower bound-
aries Bl and upper boundaries Bu for D the same as the basic
solution. Next, the owner assigns values to these boundaries.
Note that some boundary grids contain several attribute val-
ues in one dimension; the owner assigns the largest attribute
value to these grids.

Figure 10(b) shows how to generate boundaries for dataset.
First, generate (x0, x5), (y0, y5). Then, generate Bl =
{g10, g20, g01, g02} and Bu = {g03, g13, g23, g30, g31, g32}.
Next, assign values to these boundaries, e.g., grid g10 has
two x axis values x1, x2. Assign the largest one x2 to the grid,
so g10 = (x2, y0). Finally, put Bl and Bu into B.
Signature. Suppose grid gij consists of l records, defined

as gij = {r1, · · · , rl}, we have r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rl for the x axis.
The owner calculates the hash value H (gij) for each grid gij
by concatenating its l records:

H (gij) = H (H (r1)|H (r2)| · · · |H (rl)) (3)

FIGURE 10. Dataset initiation into larger grid. (a) Larger grid.
(b) Boundary.

FIGURE 11. Signatures construction process for larger grid.

The data owner creates the signature of gij by chaining it
with its two successors:

Sig(gij|gi+1,j|gi,j+1) = Sig(H (H (gij)|H (gi+1,j)|H (gi,j+1)))

(4)

Figure 11 shows the created signatures; we take
Sig(g11|g21|g12) = Sig(H (H (g11)|H (g21)|H (g12))) as an
example, g11’s successors in x and y dimension are
g21 and g12, respectively, so g11’s signature concatenates
g11’s digest with g21’s digest and g12’s digest. Grid g11
contains four records {r11, r12, r21, r22}, so H (g11) =

H (H (r11)|H (r12)|H (r21)|H (r22)).

B. QUERY RESULT VERIFICATION
Query. The user submits a multi-dimensional top-k query
Q to the server. For each grid in the dataset D, the server
calculates the score for each data in the grid, then the server
finds several grids which contain at least k data records. The
server will put all the grids matching into the query results
R. For example, the user asks for top 3 smallest records,
Figure 12(a) shows each record’s score using the scoring
function Score(rij) = 3xi+5yj. Figure 12(b) shows the query
results R which contains grid g11 = {r11, r12, r21, r22}.

Verification object. Let R be the query results; the server
generates a verification object VO for R as follows. First, find
the maximum i and j in R = {gij} and denote them as p and
q respectively. Put {gi0|1 ≤ i ≤ p} and {g0j|1 ≤ j ≤ q} into
lower boundariesBl . Second, for each data record gij inR∪Bl ,
if its successors gi+1,j or gi,j+1 is not found in R ∪ Bl ∪ Bu,
then add it in upper boundaries Bu. Then for each data record
gij in results R and lower boundaries Bl , the server finds its
corresponding signature Sig(gij|gi+1,j|gi,j+1) and puts it into
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FIGURE 12. Two-dimensional top-k query for larger grid.
(a) Score(rij ) = 3xi + 5yj . (b) Query result (k = 3).

FIGURE 13. VO construction for larger grid.

Sq. Finally, the server returns the verification object VO =
{Bl,Bu, Sq} to the user. For example, in Figure 13, first set
p = 1, q = 1, next put {g10, g01} into lower boundaries,
put {g02, g12, g21, g20} into upper boundaries, then find the
signatures of R = {g11} and Bl = {g10, g01} in S, and put
them into Sq.

Verification. On receiving the query results R and ver-
ification object VO from the server, the user verifies the
soundness and completeness of the query results as follows.
For each grid gij ∈ {R ∪ Bl}, the user finds gij’s signature
Sig(gij|gi+1,j|gi,j+1) in Sq, and find its successors gi+1,j and
gi,j+1 in R∪Bl∪Bu. The user calculates the hash valueH (gij)
for grid gij:

H (gij) = H (H (r1)|H (r2)| · · · |H (rl)) (5)

Similarly, the user calculates the hash value H (gi+1,j) and
H (gi,j+1) for grid gi+1,j and gi,j+1. Next, the user checks if
the following equation holds:

Sig−1(Sig(gij|gi+1,j|gi,j+1), pk)

= H (H (gij)|H (gi+1,j)|H (gi,j+1)) (6)

If the check is passed, it means gij, gi+1,j and gi,j+1 are in
the original order. Then, the user queries the results R and
finds the top k query results. Finally, the user proceeds to
check the completeness of boundary records by verifying if
the boundary’s score is larger than the largest score of top k
query results. If any of them is larger than the largest score,
the check is failed. If any of the check is failed, the user
outputs 0. Otherwise, output 1.

For example, the query results are R = {g11}, the lower
boundaries are Bl = {g10, g01}, the upper boundaries are
Bu = {g02, g12, g21, g20}. The user first checks the signatures

of {g11, g10, g01 ∈ {R ∪ Bl}. Then the user queries R and
finds that the final query results are r11, r21, r12, then the user
checkswhether the number of query results is 3. Finally check
whether the score of {g02, g12, g21, g20} ∈ Bu is larger than
the maximum score Score(r12) = 13.
Data update.When the data owner updates a data record,

the data owner first finds its corresponding grid, then the
data owner finds the grid’s predecessors in each dimension,
finally generates new signatures for the corresponding grids
and its predecessors. For example, if the owner wants to
modify r22, she first finds r22’s corresponding grid g11, then
she finds g11’s predecessors g01 and g10, finally she generates
signatures for {g11, g01, g10}.

VII. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we extend two-dimensional top-k query
authentication solutions to multi-dimensional.

A. BASIC SOLUTION FOR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DATASET
We now considers a multi-dimensional dataset; the process
of multi-dimensional top-k query authentication solution is
similar to the two-dimensional solution.

Grid. Given a set of data records, each data record has d
attributes. The owner first partitions the data space into small
grids according to d dimensional attribute values. For each
empty grid, the owner assigns it dummy data over d attributes,
the dummy data’s attribute in each dimension is equal to its
corresponding axis value.

Boundary. The new dataset is denoted as D =

{ri,··· ,j|r1,··· ,1, r2,··· ,1, · · · , rp,··· ,q}, where p is the number of
attributes for the first dimension, q is the number of attributes
for the last dimension. First, generate two values (x0 =
−∞, xp+1 = ∞) for the first dimension, and so on until
generate two values (y0 = −∞, yq+1 = ∞) for the last
dimension. The owner generates a set of lower boundaries
Bl and upper boundaries Bu for the new dataset D. The
boundaries are generated as follows:
• Generate lower boundaries ri,··· ,0 = (xi, · · · , y0), · · · ,
r0,··· ,j = (x0, · · · , yj) for each dimension and put them
into Bl .

• Generate upper boundaries ri,··· ,q+1 = (xi, · · · , yq+1),
· · · , rp+1,··· ,j = (xp+1, · · · , yj) for each dimension and
put them into Bu.

• The boundaries for D can be expressed as B = {Bl,Bu}.
Signature. Each data record ri,··· ,j has d successors, a suc-

cessor ri+1,··· ,j in the first dimension, a successor in the sec-
ond dimension, and so on. ri,··· ,j+1 denotes the successor in
the last dimension. The data owner creates the signature of
ri,··· ,j as follows:

Sig(ri,··· ,j) = Sig(H (H (ri,··· ,j)|H (ri+1,··· ,j)| · · · |H (ri,··· ,j+1)))

(7)

Query. The user submits a multi-dimensional top-k query
Q to the server. The server put the query results satisfying the
query conditions in R.
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Verification object. Then the server generates the verifi-
cation object VO for results R. Compute the lower boundaries
Bl , upper boundaries Bu, find the signatures Sq, and put them
into VO. Finally, the server returns the query results R and a
verification object VO to the user.

Verification.On receiving the query results R and verifica-
tion object VO from the server, the user verifies the soundness
and completeness of the query results as follows: For each
data record ri,··· ,j ∈ R ∪ Bl , find its signature Sig(ri,··· ,j) in
Sq, find its d successors ri+1,··· ,j, · · · , ri,··· ,j+1 in R∪Bl ∪Bu.
Then, the user checks if the following equation holds:

Sig−1(Sig(ri,··· ,j), pk) = H (H (ri,··· ,j)|

= H (ri+1,··· ,j)| · · · |H (ri,··· ,j+1)) (8)

Then, the user proceeds to check the completeness for the
boundary records.

B. EXTENDED SOLUTION FOR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
DATASET
Grid. The new dataset is denoted as D =

{gi,··· ,j|g1,··· ,1, · · · , gp,··· ,p}, where p is the partition size.
First, generate two values (x0 = −∞, xp+1 = ∞) for the
first dimension, and so on until generate two values (y0 =
−∞, yp+1 = ∞) for the last dimension.

Boundary. The owner generates a set of lower boundaries
Bl and upper boundaries Bu as the basic solution. Next,
the owner assigns values to these boundaries.

Signature. Each grid may contain multiple records; sup-
pose grid gi,··· ,j consists of l records, defined as gi,··· ,j =
{r1, · · · , rl}, we have r1 < · · · < rl for the first dimension.
The owner calculates the hash value H (gi,··· ,j) for each grid
gi,··· ,j by concatenating its l records:

H (gi,··· ,j) = H (H (r1)|H (r2)| · · · |H (rl)) (9)

The data owner creates the signature of gi,··· ,j by chaining
it with its d successors:

Sig(gi,··· ,j)=Sig(H (H (gi,··· ,j)|H (gi+1,··· ,j)| · · · |H (gi,··· ,j+1)))

(10)

Query. The user submits a multi-dimensional top-k query
Q to the server. For each grid in the dataset D, the server
calculates the score for each data in the grid, then the server
finds several grids that altogether contain at least k data
records. The server will put all the grids matching into the
query results R.
Verification object. For each query result gi,··· ,j ∈ R,

compute its d successors and add them in VO. Then, add
the results’ lower boundaries Bl and upper boundaries Bu

in VO. Finally, for each grid gi,··· ,j ∈ R ∪ Bl , find the
corresponding Sig(gi,··· ,j) in signatures S and add them into
VO. Consequently, the server returns the query results R and
verification object VO to the user.

Verification. The user verifies the soundness and com-
pleteness of the query results as follows: For each grid

gi,··· ,j ∈ R∪ Bl , the user finds its signature Sig(gi,··· ,j) in VO.
The user calculates the hash value H (gi,··· ,j):

H (gi,··· ,j) = H (H (r1)|H (r2)| · · · |H (rl)) (11)

The user calculates the hash value H (gi+1,··· ,j),
H (gi,··· ,j+1), and so on similarly, then the user checks if the
following equation holds:

Sig−1(Sig(gi,··· ,j), pk) = H (H (gi,··· ,j)|

H (gi+1,··· ,j)| · · · |H (gi,··· ,j+1)) (12)

Finally, the user proceeds to check the completeness by
verifying the boundary’s score.

VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we first give the security analysis, then we
analyze the computation and communication costs of our
proposed basic solution, finally we present the simulation
results compared with other solution.

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We first prove that the basic solution can achieve the security
goals as follows. Let R be the query results, B be the bound-
aries.
We first discuss the case in which R is not sound: Some

record ri,··· ,j in R is forged. The adversary creates a fake
record ri′,··· ,j′ to replace ri,··· ,j in this case. A signature
Sig(ri,··· ,j) should be returned to the user to authenticate the
query result. But as the adversary doesn’t have the owner’s
private key, it is impossible for the adversary to forge a correct
signature using the forge record ri′,··· ,j′ .
Then we discuss three cases where R is not complete:
Case 1: At least one initial boundary record is forged. The

adversary needs to replace the initial boundaries. In order to
make the user accept the forged result, the adversary must
forge fake signatures for initial boundaries. It is impossible
as the adversary doesn’t have the owner’s private key.
Case 2: At least one end boundary record is forged. There

are two ways to do so. The first one is to remove or add
some end records; the user will detect the error and discover
that the number of original records in result is not equal
to k . The second one is to replace some end records with
some other records in the original database. The error will
be detected when the user checks the score of the boundary
records. It will discover that some boundary record’s score is
smaller than the query result’s maximum score.
Case 3: Two contiguous records in R are not contigu-

ous in the original dataset. This happens when the adver-
sary removes some record from R. Suppose record ri,··· ,j
is removed. In order to avoid being detected, the adversary
must forge d signatures {Sig(ri−1,··· ,j), · · · , Sig(ri,··· ,j−1)} to
replace signature Sig(ri,··· ,j). It is impossible as the adversary
doesn’t have the owner’s private key.
Similarly, we can prove that the extended solution can also

achieve the security goals.
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TABLE 2. Complexity comparison of query authentication solutions.

B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we give the complexity analysis of our
proposed basic and extended solution from four aspects:
signature construction cost,VO construction cost, verification
cost and data update cost, and compare our solutions with
the benchmark method in [23] (denoted by FQA). The com-
plexity comparison between our solutions and FQA is given
in Table 2. In our paper, n, d and k denote the number of
records, the number of dimensions and the number of results,
respectively. For the extended solution, g and l represent the
number of partitioned grids and the number of result grids,
respectively. For FQA solution, f is the number of functions.

1) SIGNATURE CONSTRUCTION
The computation and communication costs on the data owner
side incur in constructing the signatures. The data owner first
preprocesses the dataset and generates a new dataset. In our
basic solution, each record is chained with its successors on
each dimension, only one signature needs to be generated for
one record. Suppose there are n data in the new dataset with
d dimensions, the data owner needs to createO(n) signatures.
The main impact is the the number of data records n, and it’s
not sensitive to the number of dimensions, as it only needs
to execute one more hash operation for each record as the
number of dimensions increases by one.

If the dataset is sparse and needs to add many dummy
data, the signature construction costs of our basic solution
will be large, we can choose the extended solution to solve
this problem, where the signature construction costs depend
on the grid partition. In our extended solution, suppose the
dataset is partitioned into g grids, each grid has one signature,
thus the data owner needs to create O(g) signatures. The
extended solution can decrease the signature construction
costs significantly.

FQA needs to construct O(f 2) signatures, where f is the
number of functions. In FQA, each data record is mapped
into one function, thus the number of functions is equal to
the number of data records. FQA proposed three different
techniques for univariate linear functions, multivariate linear
function and multivariate high degree function. For three
different kinds of function definitions, the data owner needs
to construct different signature mesh, and the communication
and computation costs of the signature construction process
are very large.Meanwhile, the data owner needs extra compu-
tation costs in computing intersections and space partitioning,
which will bring a lot of burden to the data owner who is
generally equipped with limited resources. In total, the FQA’s
signature construction costs are higher than our solutions.

FIGURE 14. Communication and computation costs of the signature
construction process. (a) Signature size. (b) Signature construction time.

2) VO CONSTRUCTION
The main cost of server comes from constructing the verifi-
cation object and sending it to users. The verification object
includes the signatures of the query results and the boundary
records. The VO size of our basic solution can be written as
O(k), where k is the number of query results. Our extended
solution’s VO size is O(l), where l is the number of result
grids, l is smaller than k as one result grid includes more than
one query result. The VO size of FQA is O(k), actually the
VO size is smaller than our basic solution, as FQA includes
smaller boundaries. However, it’s larger than our extended
solution as l is smaller than k .

3) VERIFICATION COST
The user receives the query results and verification object
from the server, then it verifies each query result’s signa-
ture using data owner’s public key. The verification cost of
our basic solution can be written as O(k). In our extended
solution, the user receives l grids which contain more than k
results, the extended solution’s result accuracy is worse than
our basic solution and FQA. The user needs to first query
the grids and finds the k results, then the user continues to
verify the signatures of the l grids, our extended solution’s
verification cost is O(l). FQA’s verification cost is O(k), its
verification cost is smaller than our basic solution and larger
than our extended solution.

4) DATA UPDATE
In our basic solution, for d-dimensional dataset, if the owner
modifies a data record, as each record is chained with d
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FIGURE 15. Computation cost of the query process. (a) The impact of
degree m. (b) The impact of dimension d .

records in our method, only d signatures need to be modified
in update process. If she inserts a data record, the data owner
needs to update O( d

√
n) signatures, so the update cost is

bounded by O( d
√
n). In our extended solution, if a new record

is inserted, the corresponding grid and its d predecessors’
signatures need to be changed, thus the update cost is O(d).
However, in FQA, the number of signatures is bounded by
O(f 2). As d is much smaller than f generally, our solution’s
update cost is much smaller than FQA.

C. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our basic
solution for multi-dimensional top-k queries over synthetic
data set. We use a data generator to generate a number of
synthetic data. The input to this generator includes the num-
ber of data records n and the number of dimensions d . We
use SHA-1 for digest function and RSA for digital signature.
Our simulation platform is aWindows server with Intel 64-bit
i7 CPU running on 2.00GHz and 8 GBRAM. The parameters
and default values are given in Table 3. We are interested
in four performance metrics, including the signature con-
struction cost, the query cost, the VO construction cost and
the verification cost. Finally, we give the simulation result
compared with FQA [23] in two-dimensional linear query
setting. As our extended solution returns more than k results,
thus it’s not fair to compare it with other solutions in the same
experimental setting, thus we only discuss the performance of
our basic solution.

FIGURE 16. Communication and computation costs of the VO
construction process. (a) VO size. (b) VO construction time.

TABLE 3. Simulation settings.

Wefirst study the effects of n and sk on the communication
and computation cost of constructing signatures. We adjusted
the number of records from 10,000 to 100,000 with RSA
key length in 512, 1024 and 2048 bits, respectively. The
other parameters used the default value. The signature size
is showed in Figure 14(a), and the execution time of con-
structing signatures is showed in Figure 14(b). Our method’s
signature construction time and signature size increase with
the number of data records and the key length.

When the server receives a multi-dimensional top-k query,
the server queries the dataset and finds the top-k results.
We adjusted the number of query results returned to the user
from 100 to 500 and reported the query cost. The compu-
tation cost of the query process with the effect of m and d
are showed in Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(b), respectively.
In Figure 15(a), the default dimension is 2, we adjusted
the highest degree from 1 to 5, the scoring function is
Score(rij) = 3xi + 5yj, Score(rij) = 3x2i + 5y2j , · · · , and
Score(rij) = 3x5i + 5y5j when m = 1, m = 2, · · · , and
m = 5, respectively. In Figure 15(b), the default degree
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FIGURE 17. Computation cost of the verify process. (a) The impact of key
length sk . (b) The impact of dimension d .

is 2, we adjusted the number of dimensions from 2 to 4,
the scoring function is Score(rij) = 3x2i + 5y2j , Score(rijp) =
3x2i +4y

2
j +5z

2
p, and Score(rijpq) = 3x2i +4y

2
j +5z

2
p+6t

2
q when

d = 2, d = 3 and d = 4, respectively, where xi, yj, zp and tq
are the attribute values of each dimension. The result shows
that the query time increases as the number of query results,
the degree of dimension and the number of dimensions.

The communication and computation cost of constructing
VO with varying number of query results and dimension are
showed in Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b), respectively. The
results show that the VO size grows linearly with the number
of query results. The computation cost of generating VO is
determined by the size of query result and the number of
dimensions.

In the verification phase, the computation cost of verifying
the query results is showed in Figure 17. Figure 17(a) illus-
trates that the verify time is impacted by the size of the query
results and key length. Figure 17(b) shows the time cost of
verification process with varying number of dimensions.

Figure 18 shows the comparison of our scheme with
FQA, in terms of the computation and communication cost
of constructing signatures. As we observe from Figure 18,
the signature size and signature construction time are much
less than FQA.

In conclusion, as observed from the complexity analy-
sis and simulation results, our solution can largely reduce
the communication and computation cost in constructing
signatures. In our solution, the signatures generated by data

FIGURE 18. Performance comparison. (a) Signature size. (b) Signature
construction time.

owner are much smaller than FQA, and the data owner has
much smaller computation power than the server.Meanwhile,
the data owner may insert, modify, or delete the data record
frequently. Our method only needs to modify several sig-
natures for one data record, but FQA needs to compute all
the signatures, thus our solution is more applicable to the
dynamic dataset.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider that the data owner outsource
a database to an untrusted server, the user submits a
multi-dimensional top-k query to the server, and the server
returns results which satisfy the query. We propose a multi-
dimensional top-k query authentication solution to verify the
query results. The user can submit queries according to their
preference, and the data owner does not need to pre-compute
all the possible results. Based on signature chain, each record
is chained with its successors in each dimension. Through
this design, any attempt to modify or drop the query result
will be detected. Meanwhile, we propose an extend solution
using larger grid size for sparse data partition, which can
decrease the computation and communication costs in the
data owner side. We prove that our multi-dimensional top-
k query authentication solutions are secure. The complexity
analysis and simulation results show that the proposed solu-
tion is practial and efficient.
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